Greetings,

During the month of March of this year we recorded our second homicide in Sector 213. This homicide occurred in the 1500blk of Columbia Street. Officers responded quickly to the scene and based on information received the suspect is now currently in custody pending trial.

Other violent crime that occurred within Sector 213 during the month of March is as follows:

- Robbery 3600 block of Jefferson Davis
  Police are looking for a person of interest in this robbery, BM known as “Spike”. Any information should in reference to this robbery can be called into my office phone number
- Robbery 2200 block of Summerhill Avenue
  The suspect in this Robbery shot the victim multiple times during this Robbery. The suspect fled the scene and citizens in the Davee Gardens neighborhood stepped up and assisted the police department in apprehending the suspect shortly after the incident.
- Forcible Rape 2300 block Royal Avenue. The victim reported being raped by a known suspect. The suspect was arrested.
In Sector 213 a crime trend has started in the Bellemeade and Jefferson Davis neighborhoods. Theft of Air Conditioners, these thefts have been occurring along the Jefferson Davis corridor from Harwood Street south to Terminal Avenue.

The largest concern facing Sector 213 are daytime Burglaries. These burglaries are occurring on weekdays in the Bellemeade neighborhood. These suspects have been making entry through the rear door of homes. If you see any persons, juveniles through adults, walking in the alley-ways please call the police. All persons living in the Bellemeade neighborhood should be alert and report any suspicious persons in the area to the police.

I will break down reported Major Crimes for your neighborhoods:

**Bellemeade**

- Major Crimes: 22
- Aggravated Assaults: zero reported
- Larcenies: six reported
- Arson: zero reported
- Burglaries: eleven reported
- Abduction: zero reported
- Motor Vehicle Theft: zero reported
- Murder: one reported
- Purse Snatching: zero reported
- Robberies: one reported
- Shoplifting: zero reported
- Theft from Building: three reported
- Theft from Motor Vehicle: zero reported
- Theft of Motor Vehicle Parts: zero reported

**Windsor**

- Major Crimes: 4
- Aggravated Assaults: one reported
- Larcenies: one reported
- Arson: zero reported
- Burglaries: one reported
- Abduction: zero reported
- Motor Vehicle Theft: zero reported
- Murder: zero reported
- Purse Snatching: zero reported
- Robberies: zero reported
- Shoplifting: zero reported
- Theft from Building: zero reported
- Theft from Motor Vehicle: one reported
- Theft of Motor Vehicle Parts: zero reported
Jefferson Davis
Major Crimes: 27
Aggravated Assaults: zero reported
Larcenies: seven reported
Arson: zero reported
Burglaries: three reported
Abduction: zero reported
Motor Vehicle Theft: two reported
Murder: zero reported
Purse Snatching: zero reported
Robberies: three reported
Shoplifting: three reported
Theft from Building: seven reported
Theft from Motor Vehicle: one reported
Theft of Motor Vehicle Parts: one reported

Davee Gardens
Major Crimes: 3
Aggravated Assaults: zero reported
Larcenies: one reported
Arson: zero reported
Burglaries: one reported
Abduction: zero reported
Motor Vehicle Theft: zero reported
Murder: zero reported
Purse Snatching: zero reported
Robberies: zero reported
Shoplifting: zero reported
Theft from Building: zero reported
Theft from Motor Vehicle: one reported
Theft of Motor Vehicle Parts: one reported

Walmsley
Major Crimes: 3
Aggravated Assaults: zero reported
Larcenies: two reported
Arson: zero reported
Burglaries: one reported
Abduction: zero reported
Motor Vehicle Theft: zero reported
Murder: zero reported
Purse Snatching: zero reported
Robberies: one reported
Shoplifting: zero reported
Theft from Building: zero reported
Theft from Motor Vehicle: zero reported
Theft of Motor Vehicle Parts: zero reported
Deerbourne
Major Crimes: 0
Aggravated Assaults: zero reported
Larcenies: zero reported
Arson: zero reported
Burglaries: zero reported
Abduction: zero reported
Motor Vehicle Theft: zero reported
Murder: zero reported
Purse Snatching: zero reported
Robberies: zero reported
Shoplifting: zero reported
Theft from Building: zero reported
Theft from Motor Vehicle: zero reported
Theft of Motor Vehicle Parts: zero reported

Cherry Gardens
Major Crimes: 0
Aggravated Assaults: zero reported
Larcenies: zero reported
Arson: zero reported
Burglaries: zero reported
Abduction: zero reported
Motor Vehicle Theft: zero reported
Murder: zero reported
Purse Snatching: zero reported
Robberies: zero reported
Shoplifting: zero reported
Theft from Building: zero reported
Theft from Motor Vehicle: zero reported
Theft of Motor Vehicle Parts: zero reported

Cofer
Major Crimes: 2
Aggravated Assaults: zero reported
Larcenies: one reported
Arson: zero reported
Burglaries: zero reported
Abduction: zero reported
Motor Vehicle Theft: zero reported
Murder: zero reported
Purse Snatching: zero reported
Robberies: zero reported
Shoplifting: zero reported
Theft from Building: zero reported
Theft from Motor Vehicle: zero reported
Theft of Motor Vehicle Parts: one reported
Cullenwood
Major Crimes: 1
Aggravated Assaults: zero reported
Larcenies: one reported
Arson: zero reported
Burglaries: zero reported
Abduction: zero reported
Motor Vehicle Theft: zero reported
Murder: zero reported
Purse Snatching: zero reported
Robberies: zero reported
Shoplifting: zero reported
Theft from Building: zero reported
Theft from Motor Vehicle: zero reported
Theft of Motor Vehicle Parts: zero reported

Overall Sector 213 crime numbers are low in the majority of the neighborhoods. With the help from the citizens in the Bellemeade and Jefferson Davis neighborhoods we can put an end to the rash of thefts of air conditioners as well as the daytime burglaries.

I want to personally thank each of you for assisting the Richmond Police Department in combating crime in the City of Richmond.

If you have any information regarding any crimes or any known criminal offenders please do not hesitate to call us.